Sampling of states for estimating the folding funnel entropy and energy landscape of a model alpha-helical hairpin peptide.
Protein folding times are many orders of magnitude shorter than would occur if the peptide chain randomly sampled possible configurations, which implies that protein folding is a directed process. The detailed shape of protein's energy landscape determines the rate and reliability of folding to the native state, but the large number of structural degrees of freedom generates an energy landscape that is hard to visualize because of its high dimensionality. A commonly used picture is that of an energy funnel leading from high energy random coil state down to the low energy native state. As lattice computer models of protein dynamics become more realistic, the number of possible configurations becomes too large to count directly. Statistical mechanic and thermodynamic approaches allow us to count states in an approximate manner to quantify the entropy and energy of the energy landscape within a folding funnel for an alpha-helical protein. We also discuss the problems that arise in attempting to count the huge number of individual states of the random coil at the top of the funnel.